WAS PORTAL REVAMP UPDATE
We are excited to announce the launch of the new refreshed WAS Portal. Lot of thought had gone
into improving the usability and based on various feedback received we have ensured the portal
provides information in a more concise manner which users can readily consume. We have ensured
that there is no disruption in transition to the new portal and all the functionalities that you are used
to is made available in the new portal with enhanced user experience.
Navigation Changes:
The major change you would experience is around the Navigation and how certain information are
shown. We have moved away from the classical page view to more contemporary top-down
structure with the navigation widgets for different pages available in the left.
Summary Page:
New Summary Page is introduced in the new portal which will give high level overview of all sites
configured for scanning under WAS.

•
•

•

First section provides you the number of vulnerabilities found across all sites configured. It
also shows you the health summary, which would provide immediate information to user if
certain sites have failed the health check and immediate action is required.
Then the Group section will show the various groups that are configured and summary of
the particular group. On clicking on details, user will be taken to the dashboard page which
is designed to be similar to the existing dashboard page. Customer would get all the widgets
which is available in the existing portal here
Site section will provide information around specific sites.

The other pages widgets and structure are maintained to have less disruption and would be
enhanced in future.
The changes would go live by Friday and you will be able to access the new portal using the existing
login credentials. As usual our support is available to answer any of your questions at any time.

